INTRODUCTION
The term "intentionality" arises in connection with natural language understanding in a computer. The problem is not one of speech recognition. It remains a problem even if the words of the language were perfectly encoded by a speech recognizer, or even typed on a keyboard. It is believed that the ability to visualize events when hearing sentences that describe them is a clue to the way in which artificial neural networks need to be structured and trained. The assessment which gives the title to this paper, is that of Searle 1 who suggests that classical logical models fail to capture "understanding" as they have no intentional relationship with the objects they represent. Searle illustrated his point with the now well-known example of the Chinese Room where, he argued, the symbols of a language can be manipulated to give answers to questions about a sequence of symbols that make up a story. In this paper we show that, through a process of "iconic" training, a neural state machine can develop an "intentional" representation. An example of this is shown as implemented on MAGNUS (Multiple Automata of General Neural UnitS) software. This can be represented as a "retina" although it will be shown later that steps towards intentionality require the ability to mix inputs from different sensors. The main requirement from such connections is that, in addition to the feedback, the neurons should receive sensory connections at both their normal inputs and the dominant synapses (white circle on the side of the triangle). The effect of this is that given state S of the neuron outputs when pattern A is present at the sensory input, a transition to state A' will have learned. A' is a sampled version of A and is termed an "iconic" version of A. A formal way to state this training step is:
The minimal artificial neuron
The MAGNUS system contains neurons which distil neural function to the bare essentials of learning and generalization in the deeply held belief that to do otherwise would obfuscate rather than clarify the functions that are being researched. This neuron (described in full elsewhere (2) ) is characterized by being binary and by having a "dominant" synapse which, during training, tells the neuron whether to fire or not for the current pattern at the other inputs. The neuron accepts this not only for the particular input pattern but also fires in the same way for other inputs that are closer to it (in Hamming distance) than any other training pattern. Inputs equidistant from training patterns requiring differing outputs output 1 and 0 with equal probability at each unit time.
(A,S) -> A' That is, the net transforms its state from S to A' under input A. To complete the iconic training a further step is taken once the state A' is established:
(A,A') -> A' This makes A' an attractor state, but one that is now entered conditionally in the presence of A.
A particular character of the above form of training and the generalization of the neurons is that a state such as A' becomes a prototype internal representation for an entire class of input patterns A1, A2, A3 ..... which may be entered from almost any starting internal state. Such inputs are distinguished by the fact that they are more like A than some other pattern B for which a prototype B' exists in the state structure of the system. Other properties of the process are listed below.
Iconic training and the state space of a network
The network considered here has feedback and external inputs and is assumed to work synchronously -it is a state machine rather than a Hopfield net. To describe "iconic" training, it is necessary to postulate a sensory input for the net as shown in in fig. 1 .
Temporal association
update all the neurons within a second. The system is being used to demonstrate multi-input associations such as those described above in the context of robot control. A particular experiment on visuo-linguistic association is described below in order to give an impression of current demonstrations of "intentional" computing.
It may be arranged that (A,S) -> A' is followed by (B, A') -> B'; (C,B') -> C' ... etc. This indicates that iconic training brings about a memory A', B', C' ... etc of input string A, B, C ... etc. where the memory retains the iconic characteristics of the input string. A further refinement is required if strings of the kind AABCDC... are to be remembered, that is strings where symbols are repeated. This is catered for by the addition of auxiliary neurons that are only part of the feedback structure and have no connection with the input. During iconic training they take up arbitrary values, but values that uniquely label different occurrences of the same input. One could say that the system develops its own counting system. The experiment is inspired by the human ability to survey a scene and recall parts in response to a very simple linguistic request. The neural system is made to "look" at a picture (Einstein's face as it happens) and form stable representations for an "eye" (the pattern of the letter E is used as visual "symbol" input for this) and "pipe" (letter P). The process is illustrated in fig.2 . 
Multi-input associations
Say that an input state rather than being one image A on some input variables is that image and its name α on some others. This leaves open the possibility that the two could be in different sensory modalities. Then iconic learning leads to the learned relations
is the iconic representation of the name α. Generalization in the system leads to the situation where given A# (#being noise or an arbitrary input on the name terminals) the state A' α' will be recalled. The same recall is at work if #α is applied. The ability of associating input in this way is responsible for giving the system the object relatedness which is missing in the "Chinese Room".
Richness of "mental" representations and language
The ultimate property of iconically trained state machines is that they can form rich representation of the spatio-temporal environment which they explore with their senses. The most promising line for research is the possibility of using such systems to learn to relate input sequences that have linguistic structure. Although the system as described is a probabilistic finite state machine the richness allows it to learn structures that approximate context-free languages. This, combined with iconic representation which "grounds" the linguistic symbols in events in the real world through iconic training. A review may be found elsewhere (2) , here we discuss some experiments which illustrate the multi-modal form of operation. The views F1 to F5 are "shown" to Magnus in specific sequences. These views are presented at the input which is linked through iconic training to the state terminals. A separate set of terminals is used for the input of "linguistic" letter patterns E and P as described above. The training sequence consists of starting in a neutral state with frame F1 and symbol E at the inputs. As F1 is iconically transferred to the state, the view is kept on F1 for a further step of training takes place. The procedure so far is equivalent to teaching the system that F1 has the meaning of "eye" (E). The linguistic system is then shifted to P with the sequence F2, F3, F4 then F5 at the image input. This is like telling the system "You are looking at the eye and now I'll show you where the pipe is". Note that the given sequence involves both zoom and movement -a natural sequence of exploratory actions which one might impart to a robot in an attempt at "showing" it a visual
EXPERIMENTS WITH MAGNUS
MAGNUS (briefly introduced elsewhere (3)) is a software package which enables experiments with iconic training to be carried out on a reasonably sized neural system. This makes available up to 20,000 neurons with up to 32 inputs per neuron, which, running under Unix on SPARC workstations, can
show you where, in this picture the eye is". Fig. 3 shows the learned state structure. Starting in some neutral state it can be seen how the created state structure is accessed with an input of E. There is only one attractor labelled with E and the state will change until that attractor is reached. The intermediate states are (predictably) very few. The metaphor for this first recall step is responding to "think of an eye". Then if the input is changed to P there is only one attractor as shown, but, and this is important, if the is reached from the eye image, it will be reached in the context of exploring the face. The metaphor here is that the system knows where the pipe is with respect to the eye. distinct from that of the face exploration experiment described above is the existence of an additional feedback loop -an output signal which determines the position and size of the viewing window. This output is also fed to the input which forms a long-routed loop that, in the case of a request (such as E in the previous experiment) will now not only find a stable state but associate a position with it. The system is also capable of resolving ambiguities as might occur when there are several answers to one question. For example, there might be several Marmite jars. Each forms a stable state and noise may be used to hop in state space between these answers.
Motion Space Attractors
Preliminary experimental results have been obtained to demonstrate the feasibility of simulated robot learning in the above-mentioned KitchenWorld, in particular the properties of a robot whose patterns of movement are modulated by means of a linguistic input. Fig 4 shows the experimental simulation in operation. The controlling neural system is configured with longrouted rather than internal feedback and the has no access to information regarding the simulated robots absolute location within the scene. All movement of the robot in this simulation is relative to its current location and is controlled by the patterns on the output of a set of move neurons. To simplify interpretation of results the robot is constrained to move with one degree of freedom in the X direction. The simulated robot is trained on two conflicting patterns of motion with respect to a target object, in this example the tennis ball. Each activity is associated with a different linguistic input pattern. The first motion is towards the visible target object and is generated by three actions. These are moving the robot to the target from the left side, moving to the target from the right side and finally allowing the robot to remain motionless on the target. All such associations are formed with the "attract" pattern present on the linguistic input. The second pattern of motion is trained by moving the robot away from the target from both the objects left an right hand side.This training is achieved with the "repel" pattern present on the linguistic inputs. In figure 3 , an extra input S has been introduced. This was not included in training sequences which means that there is no direct stable iconic state related to this input. The system with this input (again predictably) enters a cycle vaguely related to juxtapositions of inputs seen during training. The tempting metaphor here is that this behaviour may be described as some sort of "dreaming". Generalisation of the five resulting trained patterns is accomplished using GRAM spreading (2) . Full spreading of this kind results in a very large probabilistic state structure within the neural system which can be investigated by measuring the moves that are most likely from a given location along the X axis. The experiment consisted of placing four simulated robots at every one of 489 locations along the X axis and allowing each to make a sequence of five moves. This was carried out twice, first with the "attract" pattern and secondly with the "repel" pattern present on the linguistic input. In each case the correlation between each robots X position at time t=0 and t=5
KitchenWorld experiments
Current work on the Magnus is being done in the context of a simulated robot which is required to operate in a visual world that contains many objects. The world is a tabletop that contains cutlery and crockery. The system is intended to explore the scene and answer questions such as "Where is the Marmite jar?", "how many small plates are there?" or "what objects have been moved". The questions are to be answered with the system in "mental" mode, that is by exploration of its own iconic state representation. The major characteristic of the neural system which is was plotted as a scatter graph (see fig. 5 and fig. 6 ).
Firstly it can be seen that generalisation results in the formation of Motion Space Attractors in the vicinity of all three objects in the scene even though these objects look significantly different to a human observer. The attractors are visible in the scatter plots as the horizontal regions at X t+5 =50, X t+5 =230 and X t+5 =430. Any robot starting off close to these locations is seen to end up falling into the attractor. The opposite effect can be seen in fig. 6 , where there are vertical regions associated with each object, indicating a repulsion effect. The tendency is for robots to cluster at locations away from any of the objects, where the repulsive effects are in equilibrium.
Potential applications
Given that conventional computation is now ubiquitous and that this has been achieved without the use of neural methods, it may be important to highlight some areas of application that might be enabled by the ideas discussed in this paper.
First these should be distinguished from what one could call "first generation" neural systems.
First generation applications are mainly in the area of pattern recognition: writing recognition, signature verification, speech recognition, financial forecasting, learning controllers and image recognition in a variety of fields. There are many yearly international conferences on neural systems where pattern recognition applications are presented for which it is claimed that equivalent performance could not be achieved without the neural methodology. What has been presented here is much more tentative and addresses areas of computing for which an accessible storage of experience is required rather than a somewhat inaccessible learning of feedforward pattern recognition functions. This could be seen as a "second generation" approach.
The engineering value of intentionality
Clearly this work has a superficial similarity to work done in the 1970s by Winograd (4) with the SHRDLU robot in a "blocksworld" environment. However, the difference between that and work on Magnus clarifies the very issue as to why machine intentionality is a useful engineering attribute. The Magnus experiments make use of an internal representation which has been learned and represents the world and (through the long-routed feedback) the capability of the simulated robot in this world. In Winograd's artificial intelligence work the simulated robot answered questions about the blocksworld by carrying out logical operations on symbols stored in a database. For example, the concept "there is a ball at position X,Y" is represented by placing "ball" as a distinct but arbitrary symbol in the database with links to the position values. This leads directly to Searle's "Chinese Room" objection as technically there is no difference between the above database entry and one such as "there is an elephant at position X,Y" Another way of expressing this difficulty is due to Harnad (5) . He refers to database symbols as being "ungrounded" and also proposes that neural systems might be used to do the grounding.
The symbols are "ungrounded" first because they bear no relation to the sensory experience with which they are meant to correlate and second because the role and effect of those symbols is not contained in the database unless explicitly put there by the programmer. The neural state system on the other hand has states which through iconic learning are representative of the sensory experience to which they relate and the system avoids the need for a programmer who has to foresee every relationship that could exist between the objects in the database at the time that the system is being built. The neural state machine builds up its "database" (its state structure to be precise -this is technically very different from a database) during a learning period. Its subsequent performance depends on the quality of the learning experience, that is, the adequacy of the state structure.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Two elements of advancing neural systems technology have been introduced in this paper. The first is the structuring of the net as a state machine with well defined sensory inputs, and the second is the concept of iconic training. It is the latter that creates states that are linked to sensory experience and the former that give the machine the power to relate such states to one another and create an internal state structure which is representative of the way in which the machine has experienced an environment in which it has to operate. It is this internal representation which leads us to describe this type of machine as having intentional properties. Experiments have been described with the Magnus system that illustrate the application of this methodology in the creation of an active visual memory of a scene. 
